Characterization of CO₂ laser browning of dough
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ABSTRACT

We study the application of laser-heating technology to browning dough, due to its potential for high-resolution spatial and surface color control. An important component of this process is the identification of how laser parameters affect browning and baking and whether desirable results can be achieved. In this study, we analyze the performance of a carbon dioxide (CO₂) mid-infrared laser (operating at 10.6 μm wavelength) during the browning of dough. Dough samples—consisting of flour and water—were exposed to the infrared laser at different laser power, beam diameter, and sample exposure time. At a laser energy flux of 0.32 MW m⁻² (beam diameter of 5.7 mm) and sample exposure time of 180 s we observe a maximum thermal penetration of 0.77 mm and satisfactory dough browning. These results suggest that a CO₂ laser is ideal for browning thin goods as well as for food layered manufacture.

Industrial relevance: A CO₂ laser that operates at a wavelength of 10.6 μm (IR) was used as an alternative method for browning dough. The high-power flux of the laser and the high energy absorption of food at this wavelength allow for rapid surface browning; however, the high absorption limits thermal penetration depth. Nevertheless, accuracy of the laser beam enables high resolution spatial and thermal control of the non-enzymatic browning process. This high precision cooking makes laser-browning particularly ideal for food layered manufacture (FLM), a food processing technique that has gained increased attention in recent years. Using FLM, one can adjust the printed layer height to match cooking penetration depth. As a digital manufacturing technology, laser-browning could also enable manufacture of highly complex and customized food geometries and textures.

1. Introduction

Lasers offer a relatively unexplored food processing technique useful for precision cooking. Potential applications range from browning food in a microwave to broiling thin layers of food using software-driven patterns. One particular application of laser cooking is its use in conjunction with Food Layered Manufacture (FLM). FLM is an application of additive manufacturing technology that utilizes food as a material to print three-dimensional (3D) food products.

Food printing, first demonstrated by Periard et al. (2007), has become a growing trend (Lipson & Kurman, 2013; Sun et al., 2015; Wegryn, Golding, & Archer, 2012). Due to the thin layer deposition of food in an FLM application and the ability to print multi-ingredient food products (Hertafeld et al., 2018), precise heat delivery is needed (Zoran & Coelho, 2011) to tune heating parameters for each food ingredient. While laser technology is used extensively in medical (Gordon, 2000; Wheeland, 1995) and industrial applications (Kaplan, 1994), their ability to provide targeted and repeatable energy make them ideal for use in some areas of food cooking (Blutinger et al., 2018). The specific characteristics of lasers for food processing include their ability to provide uniform heating, repeatable and precise control of energy delivery, resolution of spatial placement of the energy, and precise localized heating (Singh, 2013).

We have previously explored the use of lasers to bake dough (Blutinger et al., 2018). We parameterized the use of a blue laser to bake dough and found that it can provide the necessary heat to gelatinize starch, yet it lacks the ability to effectively brown the surface of dough (Blutinger et al., 2018). Aside from this investigation into laser-heating, other published research regarding laser cooking is very limited. Lasers are applied in additive manufacturing for selective laser sintering (SLS) of edible objects, but the technique is limited to a specific range of food powders (Diaz et al., 2014). Fukuchi, Jo, Tomiyama, and Takao (2012) reports the use of a CO₂ laser cutter to selectively cook the fat portion of bacon while leaving the meat untouched. Other
researchers have used a CO₂ laser for the improvement of food quality, specifically for clarification and antimicrobial irradiation (Panchev, Kirtchev, & Dimitrov, 2011). Additionally, several patents regarding laser cooking exist. Muchnik (2008) reported the use of a CO₂ laser to rapidly cook food, Singh (2013) used several types of lasers to prepare foods and Gracia and Sepulveda (2015) combined lasers and electromagnetic waves in the cooking chamber of a 3D food printer. Regrettably, these patents do not characterize optimal laser heating parameters, thus further studies are required to advance understanding of laser cooking.

Dough color can suggest certain textural properties such as firmness, stiffness, hardness, and—most importantly—serve as an indicator of quality (Abdullah, 2008; Ahrné et al., 2007). The driving force behind these structural changes in dough is temperature (Ploteau, Glouannec, Nicolas, & Magueresse, 2015). Formation of color by heating can be attributed to non-enzymatic browning processes (i.e., Maillard reaction and caramelization) (Purlis, 2010). Conventional ovens do not lend themselves well to controlling the browning process since heat distribution is uniform with no high-fidelity heating capabilities (Datta & Rakesh, 2013). As such, this paper aims to explore the extent of browning development in laser-heated dough.

Complete starch gelatinization is another important indicator of dough quality, which is used to quality sensory acceptability (Purlis, 2012). Degree of starch gelatinization can be used as an indication of product digestibility and nutritional content (Wang & Copeland, 2013). The temperature and moisture dependence of the starch gelatinization process has been studied extensively (Lineback & Wongsrkasem, 1980; Mondal & Datta, 2008; Oikku & Rha, 1978; Wang & Copeland, 2013; Zanoni, Peri, & Bruno, 1995). Notably, it was found that complete starch gelatinization is achieved once the dough core reaches 95 °C (Zanoni et al., 1995). Due to the size of wheat starch granules (Oikku & Rha, 1978), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can be used to capture the dough microstructure and assess for the completion of the gelatinization process (Almeida & Chang, 2013; Miller, Derby, & Trimbo, 1973). SEM has been used to characterize changes in potato starch granules (Huang et al., 1990) and assess the quality of laser-baked dough (Blutinger et al., 2018).

Heating characteristics of lasers are very much dependent on the light's operating wavelength. Longwave infrared (IR) light provides faster heating rates (Westerberg, 1998) while shorter wavelength radiation provides deeper heat penetration (Blutinger et al., 2018; Dessev, Jury, & Le-Bail, 2011; Lentz et al., 1995; Skjöldebrand & Andersson, 1989). The CO₂ laser (10.6 μm wavelength) used in this study falls in the mid-infrared (MIR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum (based on ISO 20473) and shows high absorbance by organic materials (Baranov et al., 2005). While the radiation depth of the MIR energy contains 73 g of carbohydrate and 10 g of protein. To prepare the dough, 200 g of flour was mixed with 120 g of tap water for 2 min at low speed in a food processor (FP-8FR series, Cuisinart, East Windsor, USA) at ambient temperature (23 °C). The recipe did not include yeast to prevent fermentation and expansion of the dough during further processing. After mixing, the dough was left to rest for 15 min and stored at 4 °C to prevent reactions from taking place within the dough. The dough was divided into small pieces and laminated with a roller until a thickness of 2 mm (± 0.1 mm) was achieved. Finally, the dough sheet was cut into squares of side length 30 mm.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Dough sample preparation

Commercial all-purpose flour (Heckers, Kansas City, USA) was acquired for this study. According to the manufacturer, 100 g of flour contains 73 g of carbohydrate and 10 g of protein. To prepare the dough, 200 g of flour was mixed with 120 g of tap water for 2 min at low speed in a food processor (FP-8FR series, Cuisinart, East Windsor, USA) at ambient temperature (23 °C). The recipe did not include yeast to prevent fermentation and expansion of the dough during further processing. After mixing, the dough was left to rest for 15 min and stored at 4 °C to prevent reactions from taking place within the dough. The dough was divided into small pieces and laminated with a roller until a thickness of 2 mm (± 0.1 mm) was achieved. Finally, the dough sheet was cut into squares of side length 30 mm.

2.2. Laser apparatus

A CO₂ laser cutter and engraver (Nova 35, Thunder Laser Equipment Co., Ltd., Dongguan, China) was used in this study, operating at the infrared wavelength of 10.6 μm with a maximum allowable power of 80 W (Fig. 1). RDWorks V.8 software was used to set laser parameters. Scan mode (x-swing) was applied for all heating purposes, with a 0.1 mm interval between passes. The software allowed for a laser speed of up to 1000 mm s⁻¹ and laser power of 10 to 70% (8 to 56 W).
The manufacturer states that the power consumption for the 80 W laser is 1400 W (yielding a 6% efficiency).

2.3. Image acquisition of dough samples

A controlled environment was maintained for repeatable image capture. The samples were placed in a white ceramic bowl with one light source from directly above the bowl. The bowl was white to reflect the light and create a uniform lighting condition. The camera, mounted to a tripod, was angled downward directly above the bowl opening, giving a top view of the browned samples. This setup was maintained for the duration of the experiments.

All of the photos were taken using a digital single-lens reflex camera (EOS Rebel T5i, Canon, Tokyo, Japan). The images were taken in uncompressed form as a “Canon Raw Version 2” to allow for the highest resolution. Post-processing of the images involved color balancing all of the photos with a white color swatch, which was placed into the environment. Adobe Photoshop CS6 was used to correct the images to a known color value. The L*a*b* color model was used for the symbolic regression in Section 3.2.3 since it has the largest gamut of colors among all the color models (i.e., RGB, CMYK, HSV) (Yam & Papadakis, 2004). Cropping and white color adjustment were the only post-processing performed on the original images.

2.4. Determination of laser beam divergence

The Nova 35 laser uses a lens to focus the beam. This particular laser has a focus distance of 4.5 mm, which is where the beam waist occurs (beam diameter = 0.1 mm) and energy flux is at a maximum. The manufacturer of the laser does not have documentation regarding the beam divergence, hence one must calculate the half-angle (measure of divergence) experimentally. Height in the z coordinate is used to refer to the distance from the laser head to the surface of the sample (Fig. 3). Further analysis was needed in order to determine the divergence of the beam as a function of z.

To assess the beam divergence, lines were etched onto a piece of acrylic at constant speed and power at various heights. Following these tests, high-quality photos were taken of the etched lines using a macro lens (EF 100 mm f/2.8 Macro USM Lens, Canon, Tokyo, Japan). In Photoshop, the width of the heat-affected zone (HAZ) on the acrylic was measured on the enlarged images (Fig. 2). HAZ refers to the area on the acrylic (or dough) that was affected by the heat of the laser beam, the extent of which is also affected by the speed of the moving laser.

2.5. Calculating variables that affect dough browning

The main variables that affected the degree of dough browning from continued laser exposure include total laser energy per beam area (e, J m⁻²), laser beam flux (f, W m⁻²), point exposure time (p, s), and variance of laser energy supplied to each dough sample (v). Laser speed (s, m s⁻¹), beam diameter (d, m), laser power (P, W), sample exposure time (t, s), dough sample side length (w, m), and gap between laser scan lines (g, m) are the main variables used to calculate these four derived units.

Laser flux (f) was calculated using Eq. (1), where power is divided by the total area of the beam, yielding the appropriate units of power per area (W m⁻²).

\[ f = \frac{4P}{\pi d^2} \]  

To calculate the total laser energy supplied per beam area to the dough sample during a trial, Eq. (2) was used.

\[ e = \frac{4w^2}{g^2} \]  

Point exposure time (p) is another derived unit that is calculated using the following method (Eq. (3)):

\[ p = \frac{\pi d^2 t}{4w^2} \]  

Finally, variance of laser energy supplied to the dough was calculated using MATLAB, computer software optimal for data processing. A custom simulation was generated to model the laser beam (assumed to be Gaussian) as it scanned a 30 mm square dough sample. The dough was split into voxels of square length 0.1 mm and energy over time was recorded for each voxel on the dough surface as the laser performed an x-swing raster scanning pattern. Energy variance over time was recorded for the square voxel in the center of the dough and the variance of laser energy over time was calculated for the simulated time series.

2.6. Measuring weight loss in the laser-heated dough

Weight loss was measured immediately after sample preparation by calculating the difference before and after laser processing. This value was converted into a percentage by dividing the change in mass by the preheated mass of the dough in order to provide a more comparable unit of measure. Measurements were performed in duplicate and error bars indicate standard error of the mean, except where noted.

2.7. Measuring thermal penetration depth in laser-heated dough

After laser heating, the samples were cut in half. Depth of heat penetration was determined by a visual assessment of the transition of dough into crust and crumb. A digital caliper (0.02 mm accuracy) was used to measure the depth of heat penetration. Due to the resolution of the measuring tool, the smallest thermal penetration depth was assumed to be 0.1 mm. The measurements were performed in duplicate and error bars indicate standard error except where noted.

2.8. Measuring temperature within the dough

To measure the temperature inside the dough at different distances from the surface, two Lepton 4-Channel K-Type Digital Thermometer Thermocouple Sensors were used, each with four K-thermocouples (at 1 °C accuracy); allowing for eight points of temperature data. The thermocouples were inserted into a raw dough sample at increasing
depths below the surface. Each thermocouple was placed at steps of 0.25 mm from the surface; the deepest thermocouple was at 2 mm from the surface. The measurements were performed in duplicate and error bars indicate standard error except where noted.

2.9. Analyzing dough microstructure via SEM

The microstructure of the dough and the laser-heated samples was examined under an SEM (Sigma VP, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), under the following conditions: high vacuum (< 2·10^{-5} Pa), a working distance of 3.5 mm, and an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. Prior to SEM analysis, samples were oven-dried at 50 °C overnight and sputter-coated with gold.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Calculating laser beam divergence

The laser uses a lens to focus the beam. The manufacturer of the laser reports that the laser is focused at a distance of 4.5 mm. To calculate the divergence of the laser beam, a piece of acrylic was exposed to the laser beam (Fig. 2) at different z-heights. The beam diameter was determined by image analysis of the heat-affected area on the piece of acrylic. Three measurements were taken for each beam diameter. The mean and standard deviation were calculated and a linear regression was performed on this data (Fig. 3). It was assumed that the width of the HAZ is equivalent to the full diameter of the infrared beam, and that the divergence angle is constant (Steen & Mazumder, 2010). Under these assumptions, the following relationship was found (with \( R^2 = 0.97 \)):

\[ d = 0.1143z + 0.1804 \]

(4)

where \( d \) is the beam diameter (mm) and \( z \) is the height of the laser (mm), measured as shown in the diagram inset in Fig. 3.

3.2. Laser browning of dough samples

3.2.1. Effect of laser flux and exposure time on dough browning

An experiment was designed to develop an understanding of the effect of laser intensity (W m^{-2}) on dough surface browning. At fixed power (8 W) and fixed exposure time (45 s), the energy flux of the laser beam was varied (by changing \( z \)). Throughout these tests, the CO2 laser followed an x-swing raster scanning pattern over the entire sample followed by a y-swing scanning pattern for the left half of each dough sample. Exposing half of the sample to a second laser pass made it possible to compare how repeated laser exposure affects dough browning.

Beam flux has a strong effect on the appearance of the laser-heated dough (Fig. 5). A visible change in browning and water evaporation becomes apparent by changing the flux supplied to the dough. In the first four tiles (A through D) of Fig. 5, it can be seen that the second pass of the laser on the dough causes a deepening effect. The deepening effect suggests that the heat flux supplied to the surface caused all water...
to rapidly evaporate. The dough dries out before browning reactions can take place and turns into a powder. Further increase in the beam diameter however will decrease the heat flux, allowing more time for browning reactions to take place, since water evaporates less rapidly. At a beam flux of 1.1 MW m−2 (E, Fig. 5), no deepening effect can be observed and the second pass of the laser increases browning. As the optical intensity decreases further (E through H, Fig. 5), laser flux isn’t sufficient to increase the dough surface temperature fast enough to allow water to evaporate and cause browning reactions.

Singh (2013) also reported a clear relationship between laser beam diameter and applicable cooking threshold. Increasing beam diameter will decrease laser resolution and laser flux variance. A low variance in the supplied energy will resemble a more uniform conventional heating process, such as a convection oven. Minimum tunable laser power for these experiments was 8 W, resulting in a heat flux of approximately 8.5 MW m−2 at a beam diameter of 1.1 mm and 0.32 MW m−2 at a beam diameter of 5.7 mm. These values are high compared to infrared baking, where heat flux values are closer to 1050 and 5500 W m−2 (Dessev et al., 2011). This difference in energy flux can be accounted for with a difference in exposure time. Infrared baking uniformly exposes the product to heat for the entire heating process, while laser heating exposes dough to the beam spot for a limited duration, resulting in “pulsed heating”.

These results indicate that there is a narrow range of laser energy fluxes suitable for browning. In the experiments that follow (Fig. 6), laser energy flux and sample exposure time were varied by adjusting z-height and laser speed, respectively. Overexposure to infrared radiation impaired quality of dough browning (Rastogi, 2015). At high optical intensity (beam diameter of 1.1 mm), the surface of the sample either lacks browning development (e.g. exposure time 36 and 45 s) or is covered by a layer of powder due to dough vaporization. Samples laser heated at high exposure times produced more powder because moisture evaporation was too fast for browning reactions to occur.

High power density can significantly affect the usual baking behavior of dough (Salagnac et al., 2004). This altered baking behavior can be observed at a beam flux of 2.03 MW m−2 and an exposure time of 180 s (Fig. 6), where a great deal of browning occurs. At this energy flux (2.03 MW m−2), samples prepared in 45, 60, and 90 s show a more reasonable degree of browning while an exposure time of 36 s results in an increase in lightness after processing. During conventional bread baking, an increase in dough lightness tends to correspond to the first stage of baking (Purlis, 2010). The temperature and water activity of the food system conditions do not allow for browning reactions to occur. This same effect can be observed for the sample heated for 90 s at a beam flux of 0.32 MW m−2 and the samples laser-heated for 36, 45, and 60 s at a beam flux of 0.89 MW m−2 where an exposure time of 180 s still results in excessive browning; dough underneath the crust becomes visible due to clumping of the burnt material.

More optimal browning occurs at an exposure time of 90 s and energy flux of 0.89 MW m−2. Samples processed for 36, 45, and 60 s with a beam flux of 0.50 and 0.32 MW m−2 show a negligible difference. These samples appear slightly darker than raw dough. Degree of browning in dough is very sensitive to beam flux; for an exposure time of 180 s, dough transition from very dark at 0.50 MW m−2 to a more conventional brown at 0.32 MW m−2.

While optimal sample exposure time and beam flux for browning are limited, these variables can be tuned to achieve desired surface color for browning and crust development. Qualitative analyses by visual inspection and quantitative analyses by imaging surface color are important for assessing quality of baked dough (Yam & Papadakis, 2004). An approximate color range of 31–72 for a, 3–15 for b and 57.1 for c was found by qualitative analysis. The mean surface color (L = 57.1, a = 7.8, b = 35.4) generated by these laser-heating parameters, however, narrowly misses the region of colors that would classify it as bread crust (b is slightly higher) (Mohd Jusoh, Chin, Yusof, & Rahman, 2009; Shittu et al., 2007). Qualitatively, the most satisfactory browning in dough was achieved at a beam flux of 0.32 MW m−2 and exposure time of 180 s. Quantitatively, the mean surface color (L = 57.1, a = 7.8, b = 35.4) generated by these laser-heating parameters, however, narrowly misses the region of colors that would classify it as bread crust (b is slightly higher) (Mohd Jusoh, Chin, Yusof, & Rahman, 2009; Shittu et al., 2007); this variance can be accounted for with dough recipe and lighting conditions. Other laser fluxes that generated favorable browning results include 1) a flux of 2.03 MW m−2 at 45, 60, and 90 s exposure time; 2) a flux of 0.89 MW m−2 at 90 s exposure time; and 3) a flux of 0.5 MW m−2 at 90 s exposure time. Of these listed test cases, a flux of 2.03 MW m−2 at 60 and 90 s exposure time and a flux of 0.89 MW m−2 at 90 s exposure time yield Lab surface colors that match the quality of the outer crust of conventionally baked bread (Mohd Jusoh et al., 2009). Fig. 7 and Video 1 display the controlled progression of laser-induced browning.

3.2.2. Effect of beam power on dough browning

Changing the laser power while keeping the speed and beam diameter of the laser constant allows for tunable and controlled browning (Fig. 8). There are two ways to increase laser energy flux: 1) increase the spot size by increasing z or 2) increase the power of the laser. In the

Fig. 5. Dough exposed to a laser beam (8 W, sample exposure time = 45 s) at decreasing beam flux. A) 21 MW m−2, B) 6.4 MW m−2, C) 3.0 MW m−2, D) 1.8 MW m−2, E) 1.1 MW m−2, F) 0.8 MW m−2, G) 0.6 MW m−2, H) 0.5 MW m−2. The right-hand portion of each sample has been cooked twice. Optimal browning starts to occur in sample E.
Fig. 6. Dough samples browned with a CO$_2$ laser. The raw dough sample is shown at an exposure time of 0 s. Duplicate tests were run for each of the heated samples; the left-hand portion of the tile is the first test and the right-hand portion is the second test. The tests were very repeatable.

Fig. 7. Laser browning time-lapse of dough sample, where parameters lead to browning (power = 8 W, beam diameter = 4.5 mm, flux = 0.5 MW m$^{-2}$, sample exposure time = 90 s, speed = 100 mm s$^{-1}$). The laser head (blue) moves in an x-swing scanning pattern.
prior Section (3.2.1), the first method was used, while in this section the second method is explored. In these tests, the power of the laser is steadily increased at constant beam diameter, resulting in an increased energy flux. By increasing the amount of flux, and keeping other variables constant, the effect of increasing power can be observed. Increasing energy supplied clearly results in additional surface browning of the samples.

3.2.3. Predicting dough browning by symbolic regression

Understanding the effects of energy, beam flux, point exposure time, and variance of beam energy on the dough are essential for achieving controlled browning. As such, a symbolic regression was used to define a relationship among these variables. This genetic programming method is widely used in various domains for its efficacy (Koza, 2010), and involves searching a space of mathematical operations to find a model that fits a given dataset. Chen et al. (2019) has already modeled the laser-induced browning behavior of dough using a deep learning approach with a larger data set. Given the limited size and sparsity of this data set, the cross-validation technique that was employed provided the best results.

Browning will occur on the surface of a dough product when energy or flux is increased while other variables are constant (Fig. 8). Additionally, excessive energy or flux will yield to burning or vaporization of the dough (upper right corner of Fig. 6). Given the large set of variables that can affect the browning, a symbolic regression was used to develop a function that relates the energy per area (e, calculated from Eq. (2)), flux (f, calculated from Eq. (1)), point exposure time (p, calculated from Eq. (3)), and variance (v) to the lightness value (L) of a laser-browned dough sample. For each of the dough samples, L was determined by averaging the Lab value from a cluster of pixels taken from the center of each sample. L is used because it represents the most accurate indicator of surface color darkness.

The generative modeling software automatically split 90% of the data for training and 10% for validation with the responses taken from validation. The regression generated multiple equations that accurately predict a dough products level of browning.

Of the 27 equations generated by the regression, three solutions (Eqs. (5), (6), and (7)) were selected because of their variance in complexity and goodness of fit (see Appendix A for non-symbolic form). There is an inherent tradeoff between complexity and accuracy that becomes apparent in the visualization of these equations in Fig. 9. For goodness of fit values > 0.84, each solution offers reliable approximations for calculating L. The ability to estimate the level of browning using only three variables further reinforces the degree of control achievable with a CO$_2$ laser in browning dough.

![Fig. 8. Duplicate samples of dough baked with a CO$_2$ laser at increasing beam flux. The beam diameter (3.4 mm) and the sample exposure time (45 s, or speed of 200 mm s$^{-1}$) were kept constant during these tests. Beam power increases from left to right as follows: 8, 9.6, 11.2, 12.8, 14.4, and 16 W. Surface color progressively darkens as flux increases.](image)

![Fig. 9. Comparing the generative models (Solution 1, 2, and 3) to the data used to validate (L (validation)) and train (L (train)) the model. Solution 1 uses v and f as input variables; Solution 2 uses e, p, and v as input variables; Solution 3 uses e, p, v, and f as input variables. R$^2$ (goodness of fit) values for the solutions are 0.8499 for Solution 1, 0.9174 for Solution 2, and 0.9271 for Solution 3. The mean absolute errors as a percentage of maximum L are as follows: 6.54% for Solution 1, 4.36% for Solution 2, and 3.62% for Solution 3.](image)
3.2.4. Effect of laser flux on weight loss and thermal penetration depth

Similar to browning, weight loss is positively correlated to beam flux (Fig. 10); weight loss increases from 2.4% at 0.89 MW m\(^{-2}\) to 7.4% at 1.78 MW m\(^{-2}\). Purlis and Salvadori (2007) also found a clear relationship between weight loss and brown color formation. The effect on thermal penetration depth was more difficult to measure because of the shallow penetration at these process parameters. Nonetheless, heat penetration depth increases from an average of 0.1 mm at 0.89 MW m\(^{-2}\) to 0.22 mm at a beam flux of 1.78 MW m\(^{-2}\) (Fig. 10). Increasing the amount of energy supplied increases moisture evaporation, brown color formation, and slightly increases heat penetration.

Amount of weight loss in the sample can be used to infer the amount of energy absorbed by the dough surface. As a control, an uncooked dough sample was exposed to ambient conditions and no change in weight was recorded over the course of 5 min, which exceeds the amount of time that a sample was exposed to the laser in a single test. One can, therefore, assume that change in weight is solely due to moisture evaporation from heating as opposed to ambient conditions. Fig. 11 shows the weight loss of the heated samples obtained by setting different laser beam fluxes for different exposure times.

At low exposure time, weight loss isn’t very sensitive to beam diameter. This could be due to the fact that at a certain exposure time, total amount of energy applied remains the same. As exposure time is increased, however, beam diameter (i.e., energy flux) more greatly influences the weight loss. Weight loss reaches a maximum at highest energy flux—or smallest beam diameter—with a value of 24.8% (measured as a percent change from the pre-heated dough sample). Heat flux at small beam diameter is large enough to induce rapid moisture evaporation before conductive heat transfer can occur through the food. High energy flux also causes more moisture loss due to evaporation and dough powder to form. Due to high laser flux, moisture evaporation is so fast that dough completely dries out and transitions to powder before browning reactions can occur.

3.2.5. Effect of energy flux on thermal penetration depth in dough

Heat penetration inside the samples was measured at increasing exposure time and beam diameter (Fig. 12). As total laser energy supplied to the dough increases (directly proportional to exposure time), heat penetration depth increases (Fig. 12). At longer exposure times, laser flux more greatly affects thermal penetration. While weight loss reaches a maximum (24.8%) at the smallest beam diameter (1.1 mm), thermal penetration depth is highest (0.77 mm) at the largest tested beam diameter (5.7 mm). This can most likely be explained by thermal conduction. A larger beam diameter results in a lower laser heat flux.

Fig. 10. Weight loss and penetration depth as a function of flux (beam diameter = 3.4 mm, sample exposure time = 45 s, speed = 200 mm s\(^{-1}\)). The error bars indicate standard error (SE) (n = 2). Weight loss increases with beam flux, while penetration depth was less conclusive.

Fig. 11. Total weight loss of the dough samples obtained at different beam fluxes as a function of total exposure time. Low beam diameters correspond to high energy flux. Laser power remained constant at 8 W for these tests. The error bars indicate standard error (SE) (n = 2). There is a direct relationship between exposure time and weight loss.
but the total amount of energy supplied to the food is constant. The interval between passes of the laser is fixed at 0.1 mm, therefore the material will be exposed to the laser during multiple passes. This results in a decrease in moisture evaporation and an increase in conductive heat transfer through the food, with time being the limiting factor in heat transfer. In brief, an increase in the penetration depth slows down the overall temperature increase of the food sample (Krishnamurthy et al., 2008), resulting in less moisture evaporation.

A linear regression was performed on the data to find a relationship between the different parameters. For the obtained results, heat penetration \( h \) mm can be accurately estimated by the following formula, where \( t \) is the exposure time (s) and \( \delta \) is the weight loss (g) (adjusted \( R^2 = 0.90 \)):

\[
h = 0.004441t - 0.750035 - 0.01932
\]  

(8)

Beam diameter is accounted for in Eq. (8) since it plays an important role in weight loss by determining how much energy is transferred from the surface to the inside of the dough. At small beam diameters, weight loss is caused by moisture evaporation and material loss as well.

3.2.6. Effect of laser heating on internal dough temperature

Starch gelatinization is an important process that occurs only once certain temperatures are reached within the dough. Eight thermocouples were placed at 0.25 mm increments from the surface in order to measure the depth of heat penetration. A dough sample was exposed to the IR laser at a beam diameter of 5.7 mm for 180 s. Because the dough heating originates from the surface of the dough and relies on conductive heat transfer, maximum recorded temperatures decrease with increasing depth (Fig. 13), which is consistent with prior research (Blutinger et al., 2018).

Thermal penetration depth measured at these heating conditions was 0.77 mm. Temperatures less than a millimeter from the dough surface exceed 70 °C, which is just above the minimum temperature for initial swelling of starch granules (Olkku & Rha, 1978). Either the temperature was not maintained for sufficient time at deeper penetration depths for gelatinization to occur, or the temperatures reached were too low for gelatinization to take place. At a depth of 2 mm, the maximum temperature measured was 58 °C, which is too low to allow for starch gelatinization. Temperatures are not sufficient for complete starch gelatinization, which is required in bread crumb (Purlis, 2012). The minimum temperature should reach at least 95 °C to ensure complete gelatinization (Zanoni et al., 1995). Though full gelatinization was not achieved, SEM microscopy would allow for further microstructure analysis of the samples.

3.2.7. Comparing dough microstructure

Dough that has been heated via laser—as opposed to via oven—develops different textural and visual properties (Fig. 14). The laser-browned dough product (beam diameter of 5.7 mm; sample exposure time of 180 s; laser power of 8 W) was compared to a sample prepared in a conventional hot air convection oven for 5 min—based on dough size and thickness—at 220 °C (heat setting for average baking application). With thin dough products, preparation in an oven will result in pillow-shaped dough expansion (right, Fig. 14). Blutinger et al. (2018) have already laser-baked dough with a blue laser and no significant expansion was observed, as is similar for the CO2 laser-heated sample.
This is an advantage for FLM, where printed shape preservation is desired. Another disadvantage of preparing thin dough products in a convection oven is that the inside will be baked before sufficient browning can occur on the outside.

The transition of dough into crust and crumb can be examined by studying the microstructure by SEM. Gelatinization of starch can be used as an indication of the transition of dough into crumb. Fig. 15 presents a side view of the laser-browned dough sample, where the uncooked dough can be distinguished from the crumb by a difference in color. The darker portion underneath the dough crust was identified as crumb and analyzed by SEM.

SEM images can be used to check whether the starch granules are still intact (Almeida & Chang, 2013; Blutinger et al., 2018; Huang et al., 1990), because the granular form of starch is lost upon gelatinization (Ratnayake & Jackson, 2009). The microstructure of dough clearly consists of starch granules which are still intact. The variation in size is somewhere between 2 and 20 μm (A, Fig. 16), which corresponds to wheat starch granule sizes reported in literature (Olkku & Rha, 1978). Starch granules in the SEM image of the oven-baked sample (B, Fig. 16) show a dramatic size increase, which indicates starch swelling. This is in agreement with the results of Almeida and Chang (2013). Some of the smaller starch granules have lost their shape and become part of the network. The presence of air pockets in the structure is also evident, which occurred due to convective heating causing an expansion of the product. Conversely, the microstructure of the crumb of the CO2 laser-heated sample (C, Fig. 16) shows starch granules that cannot be clearly distinguished. Granules appear to be swollen, disintegrated, and the microstructure is very tightly packed corresponding to the dough macrostructure. SEM images of CO2 laser-browned dough also greatly differ from blue laser-baked dough (Blutinger et al., 2018) where starch...
granule swelling more closely resembles that of an oven-baked dough sample.

Microstructure of the CO2 laser-heated sample was clearly different from a conventionally baked product. The expansion behavior of the product in the oven plays an important role. The images seem to indicate that the starch in the laser-browned sample has undergone structural change but full gelatinization of starch cannot be deduced from the SEM images.

4. Conclusions

Our study of the use of a CO2 laser to effectively heat dough shows that the laser can brown the outer surface of dough products at a fast rate while maintaining spatial and thermal precision. The infrared wavelength of 10.6 μm results in high surface absorbance and—as a result—controlled degree of browning, better than conventional baking processes. When thermal penetration is required, however, laser flux should be decreased and exposure time increased for lower resolution to allow for more heat to propagate through the dough by conduction. The highest heat penetration achieved for our CO2 laser was 0.77 mm. Tandem use of a CO2 laser and a blue laser provide the ability to accurately localize heat, thermally penetrate food, and maintain the shape of the pre-cooked food making them optimal for more personalized nutrition in 3D food printing applications, sheet-dough products, and custom browning applications in processed meat production.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ifset.2018.11.013.
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Appendix A

Full solutions from symbolic regression:

All of the data was normalized, prior to feeding it into the generative model, by means of subtracting the average of each data set and dividing by the standard deviation. Large coefficients are a result of very small values for the variance of energy supplied to the dough sample (v).

Solution 1:

\[ L = 18 + 7.371 \times 10^3v + 5.589f + 4.732 \times 0.01674(2.7.371) + 3.049 \times 0.02573 + 2.402 \times 8.933 \times 10^2v^2 \]

\[ R^2 = 0.8499, \text{ MAE} = 5.2909(6.54\%) \]

Solution 2:

\[ L = 0.206e + 1.309p - 33.54 + 26.03 \times 0.02573(2.7.371) - 0.4 - 2.402 \times 9.333 \times 10^2v^2 \]

\[ R^2 = 0.9174, \text{ MAE} = 3.4772(4.36\%) \]

Solution 3:

\[ L = 0.2039e + 1.32p^2 - 33.18 + 27.79 \times 0.02942(2.7.371) + 0.001674 - 2.422 \times 9.133 \times 10^2v^2 + 9.133 \times 10^{-11} - 5.595 \times 10^{-11}v \]

\[ R^2 = 0.9271, \text{ MAE} = 2.8825(3.62\%) \]
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